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Abstract
Vehicle vibration presents challenges to a packaged product that are inevitable in any distribution environment. Typically products are tested in only a single, vertical axis, however researchers
have shown that there is energy in all six axes of motion. In past work, for a packaging application,
the response of a vehicle or product has not been recorded in all six axes. In the current standards,
classification of motion and potential multi-axis testing methods are discussed. In this work, we
study the recording methods of the six degree of freedom (6 DOF) motion of a transport vehicle.
A co-planar sensor array, three tri-axial linear accelerometers, and three angular rate sensors, are
mounted in a L shape to calculate the rotational accelerations that occur in the back of a vehicle.
Missing from prior work is a scientific study designed to determine the minimum sensor spacing
necessary to accurately capture the yaw, pitch, and roll of transport vehicles. A sensitivity study is
conducted to determine the effect of the misplacement and misorientation of sensors on the angular acceleration calculation. A laboratory study is used to determine the sensor spacing mounting
error that begins to accumulate in the angular acceleration calculation in response to a sinusoidal
input. A field study is conducted to calculate the rotational motions of a vehicle on a rough road.
It is found that a mounting fixture is valuable in assuring the necessary sensor placement accuracy
needed to accurately determine angular accelerations of a truck. Additionally, laboratory and field
analysis show that as the sensor spacing location approaches the origin sensor, angular acceleration
calculation error increases due to a loss in sensor signal distinctiveness. Sensors can be mounted
closer than 76.20 cm and can be mounted as close as 25.40 cm without accumulating significant
error.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The distribution environment presents challenges to the structural integrity of any package. One of these challenges occurs due to the vibration of a distribution vehicle. Regardless of
a product’s distribution environment, vibration is inevitable. Vibration can cause the product to
resonate at its natural frequency, cause a unitized load to become unstable, or dynamically compress
a packaged product. All of these forces present potential damage to internal product components [5].
To validate that a product will survive its specific distribution cycle, laboratory testing is recommended to be performed using either International Safe Transit Association (ISTA) [2] or ASTM [3]
provided vibration profiles. Current vibration simulation procedures are created from data recorded
from a vehicle during transport. Vibration data are generated using accelerometers to measure the
accelerations occurring in the vertical axis. Multiple trips are measured, averaged, and converted
into a power spectral density (PSD) plot as is common in the vibration testing industry, Fig. 1.1.
This vibration energy input from a single vertical axis, considered by many to be the most important
axis to reproduce, drives the motion of a vibration table [4, 6, 21]. The area under the PSD curve
represents the overall energy of the motion, or root mean square acceleration (Overall GRMS), that
occurs across multiple frequencies. While vertical vibration testing can provide confidence that a
product will survive its distribution, it does not tell the entire story of what the product will experience. While this laboratory testing is helpful for packaging designers, vertical acceleration is not
the only axis in which vehicle motion is observed. In the work of Batt [4], he states that at some
frequencies, the non-vertical motion occurs at higher intensity than the vertical motion, as evident
at the shaded regions in Fig. 1.2. It is possible that the non-vertical axes can cause damage to the
1

Figure 1.1: Example PSD plot provided in ISTA 3A for test simulation [2].
product that current single axis testing cannot reproduce. In addition to the linear axes of motion,
there are also rotational axes that can disturb a packaged product on a vehicle, Fig. 1.3. Current
PSDs used to simulate motion of a vehicle do not incorporate the accelerations that come from
lateral or longitudinal axes, let alone the rotational axes. Additionally, Long et. al. [15] described
the significant relationship between the linear and rotational responses that have an effect on vehicle
motion based on field vibration recording. Understanding the rotational accelerations combined
with linear acceleration will not only help us learn about the true environment, but can also lead
packaging engineers to design a better package [5, 6]. To truly understand what the packaged product will undergo, we must learn more about the rotational accelerations that challenge a packaged
product when a vehicle experiences a hazard such as a speed bump or pot hole. These rotational
accelerations are called pitch, or rotation about the Y axis, yaw, or rotation about the Z axis and
roll, or rotation about the X axis [4], Fig. 1.4.
Studying the six degrees of freedom (6 DOF) motion of a vehicle will allow for multi-axis
vibration profiles to be simulated in a laboratory environment, with the end goal of reproducing
more realistically the distribution environment for better optimization of packaged product design.
Rotational acceleration seen in vehicle motion is unknown, complex, and could be causing damage
that is not currently reproduced during single axis vibration testing profiles created by ISTA and
ASTM. As the angular accelerations increase, there is a higher possibility that unitized loads will

2

Figure 1.2: PSD from a Leaf Spring Truck of all 3 linear axes [4]. Shaded in red and green are the
frequency ranges where the lateral and longitudinal axes, respectively, experiences the highest PSD
intensity.

Figure 1.3: Full, six degree of freedom motion of a rigid body.

Figure 1.4: Sign Convention as described in SAE J-211.
3

bend, causing them to shift on the pallet and become less stable [6]. The lack of stability can cause
damage leading to a significant economic impact.
The standards currently available for packaged product testing specify only the vertical axis
motion. Only the United States military has created a standard that tests a package in more than one
degree of freedom. This standard, MIL-STD-810G Method 527, provides reasoning and describes
the need for testing using multi-axis excitation rather than single axis testing [9]. They state
”multi-exciter test methodology is performed to provide a degree of confidence that the material
can structurally and functionally withstand a specified environment that must be replicated on
the test item in the laboratory with more than one motion degree-of-freedom consideration.” This
method, which will be discussed later, is recommended for testing of all military equipment being
transported across the globe. The standard recognizes that multi-exciter testing is more valuable
to the distribution cycle than single axis testing and uses it to confirm that all of their packaging is
suitable for the real world environments. MIL-STD-810G-527 does not, however, provide any data
from vehicles to use for testing nor describe methods for recording and analyzing such data.
Another key source that aids in multi-axis vibration recording is Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice, SAE J211 [23]. This standard is primarily used to classify the motion during an
impact of a vehicle. There are also some important takeaways from this standard that relate to
capturing the motion of a vehicle. First is the classification of a sign convention to be used during
recording of vibration and shock events, Fig. 1.4. Second is the sampling rate requirement of ten
times the maximum frequency of interest. This is four times higher than the required sampling rates
for single axis recording methods used in the packaging industry today [11]. Lastly are the filtering
recommendations for different types of vehicle motion to enable data analysis.
Current work done to quantify object responses to multi-axis vibration has not been applied
to analysis of rotational acceleration in a transport vehicle. Realizing the growing curiosity in
rotational acceleration, ISTA’s Advocate Research & Value Delivery Program released a request for
proposals (RFP) to record motion of a box truck as it experienced hazards such as speed bumps, pot
holes and more [19]. In that RFP, ISTA required a sensor spacing distance where ρy 1 = ρx 2 = 76.20
cm, Fig. 1.5. There has been no documented prior work to support that 76.20 cm is the optimal
sensor spacing distance to accurately record the angular acceleration of vehicles. The present study
considers the methods of recording 6 DOF motion by utilizing both laboratory and field data, to
explore the effect of reducing sensor spacing and varying sensor orientation on the calculation of
4

Figure 1.5: Sensor spacing of the required distance per ISTA RFP. Where, ρy 1 and ρx 2 are equal
sensor spacing distances.
angular acceleration of vehicles.

5

Chapter 2

Review of Literature
The following chapter discusses a review of literature that is structured as follows: review
of prior work in the packaging industry on multi-axis vibration, overview of sensors that are used
to record all six degrees of freedom, summary of established recording methods used to capture six
degree of freedom motion, and a summary of the current standards that involve multi-axis vibration.

2.1

Multi-Axis Vibration in the Packaging Industry
Multi-axis vibration recording is not a new concept in many industries, although it has not

been deeply researched in the packaging industry. Multiple industries have utilized six degrees of
freedom (6 DOF) motion to test their products or even record the response of an object. Some
of the industries that use the technology of multi-axis recording and testing include, but are not
limited to, the military, automotive industry, head-form testing industry, aerospace industry, and
minimally, the packaging industry [15, 5]. The head-form testing industry has contributed most of
the research regarding potential methods to be used to classify impacts to the head or body of a
human being. For example, Kang [12, 13] studied multiple different arrays to record the motion
of a head-form when subjected to an impact. Another example of work being done in multi-axis
vibration was the testing of an aerodynamically excited missile for the military [20]. These are
just two examples of work that has been completed for multi-axis vibration. Within the packaging
industry, the study of multi-axis vibration has been primarily limited to recording motion in the
linear axes [4]. Additionally, the authors did not calculate the angular accelerations from the motion
6

that was captured. Work that has been done in various other industries provides help in advancing
and developing the methods of recording the motion of a transportation vehicle.
The research that has been completed in the realm of multi-axis vehicle motion for packaging
applications is limited. Most of the work has been limited to three different approaches; recording
linear accelerations in the three translational axes, exciting a product on a vibration table in 6 DOF
but not recording the rotational motion, or the recording of 6 DOF motion but without simulation.
There are four authors whose work has opened the door in the packaging industry to the research
of multi-axis motion in all 6 DOF. While all of the authors mention the importance of considering
rotational accelerations, none have published any work characterizing those motions in a vehicle.
In the work of Rouillard et al. on ”Vehicle Simulation Schedules from Vehicle and Road
Characteristics” [21] the authors study the variation of vehicles and road terrains on the response of
the vehicle. The current testing standards for vibration classified by ISTA and ASTM are generic,
and do not incorporate the potential variation of the vehicles or the roads they travel on. In
addition to the lack of variation, these vibration testing profiles only input accelerations in the
vertical direction. In this work, Rouillard et. al. incorporate the roll and pitch rotational motion
in their models for predicting the vehicle response, in addition to the linear vertical motion. The
large variations of these motions can not be classified by current single axis testing. In their work,
the authors looked to combine the aspects of various road types and vehicle motions to capture all
the possible variations that the product may see in its distribution environment. They proposed
methods of producing a Power Spectral Density (PSD) that incorporates these variations, but did
not describe the effects of the non-vertical translation motions, lateral and longitudinal, and the
rotational yaw motion as a part of their model. An important conclusion from this paper was that
vehicle and terrain variation are important in understanding the motion of any vehicle which may
have non-vertical linear and rotational accelerations.
A paper written by Batt on ”Simultaneous Multi-Translational-Axis Motion used in the
Evaluation of Product Component Frequency Response and Unit load Stability” [4] looks at the
effect that simultaneous, non-vertical axes motions of a vehicle have on the product response. In
this work, the author analyzed the response of a product or critical element of that product based
on the linear axes which it was forced to vibrate. Three tasks were completed to analyze the multitranslational accelerations. First a field vibration recording of multiple vehicles was done to see the
motion of the vehicles in the three linear axes. Next a sine sweep from 1-100 Hz was conducted
7

on a refrigerator in a laboratory for each of the three linear axes independently and all three axes
concurrently. Lastly a random input from three axis railcar motion was given to a unit load of 24
printers. The unit load was first given a random input in the vertical axis followed by a random input
in all three linear axes concurrently. What was found from this work was that the product’s response
is a function of the axes of input. Additionally, when the motion is inputted to a product in more
than one axis, the non-vertical axes of that product will respond differently than if the product was
solely forced to vibrate in the vertical direction. It was also found that the overall energy provided
by the root mean square acceleration (Overall GRMS) from a PSD can hide the frequencies that
have higher intensities, which makes it difficult to compare different responses. Lastly, the stability
of a load is affected by the axes that are used to force the product to vibrate. If multi-axis motion
is present in the product, its stability will decrease.
Bernad et al. in their paper on the ”Dynamic study of stacked packaging units operational
modal analysis” [5], relate multi-axis motion to the response of a stacked unit load of products.
Whereas in prior work, the motion of the stacked load had only a single degree of freedom, vertical
response, Bernad et. al. state the importance of analyzing all three linear acceleration responses. In
their work, testing was completed on a multi-axis shaker table (MAST) that would force the product
to vibrate in all 6 DOF. The only motion that was captured, however, was the linear acceleration
from three axes present during testing. For the first part of their study, input accelerations were
tested in a single degree of freedom at a time for a single product. Two products were tested, one
with a mass of 100 kg, and the other with a mass of 200 kg. Each of the masses received the same
excitation in each axis of motion individually at three different acceleration levels. For the linear
axes, each of the axes were given three different acceleration levels of 0.05 g, 0.17 g, and 0.31 g.
For the three rotational axes, each of the axes were given three different acceleration levels of 0.51
rad/s2 , 1.64 rad/s2 , and 3.07 rad/s2 . For all tests, the range of frequencies excited were from 10-80
Hz. In the second task of this research, the authors studied the response of a stacked unit load for
three different arrangements, first, a single column of five boxes stacked, next, an identical stack
that was strapped down to the table, and lastly, a two by two box layer configuration stacked ten
boxes high. A dummy load with 20 kg was added to all boxes. A white noise acceleration input
with frequencies from 4-80 Hz for all three linear axes and a single rotational Z axis was used to
excite the stack. Overall GRMS values tested ranged from 0.04-0.11 GRMS. The bending modes in
the stacked units of boxes were determined. The bending modes were attributed to the non-vertical
8

degrees of freedom. These bending modes occur in vehicle transportation but during single axis
vibration testing, these modes are not present.
In the work of Long et. al., ”Characterising heave, pitch, and roll motion of road vehicles
with principal component and frequency analysis” [15], vertical acceleration and two rotational
velocities, roll and pitch, of a van were recorded. In this work, the authors state that the sensor used
was an Inertial Measurement Unit that included a tri-axial accelerometer, as well as gyroscopes.
Gyroscopes were used to determine the angular velocity of the vehicle. The authors found that
there was a significant relationship between the vertical acceleration and the simultaneous rotational
motion of the vehicle. Long et. al. also state that combined motions can be important when exciting
a product on a multi-axis vibration table in a laboratory setting, because they exist in a field setting.
Missing from this work is the transformation of the angular velocities into angular accelerations that
occur in the vehicle. This calculation into an angular acceleration is difficult, and requires an array
of sensors. This work only uses a single sensor, which limits the ability to calculate the angular
accelerations from the data that would be used to drive a 6 DOF vibration table. To calculate the
angular acceleration with this setup, the angular velocities must be numerically differentiated. The
difficulties of this method are described in Chapter 3.
The work of these four authors help in the development of multi-axis vibration by stating
it’s importance and that it physically exists in the distribution environment. It is consistent that the
authors state that 6 DOF motion of a vehicle exists during any distribution environment. While the
authors’ work lays a foundation, more research needs to be done to determine the recording methods
that can be used to accurately calculate the rotational accelerations that occur on distribution
vehicles. In Bernad et al. [5], the MAST is forced to vibrate in the rotational axes but the recording
of the motion has only captured the three translational axes. The authors did not record of motion
in the rotational axes. Additionally, there is no verification that the methods used by the authors
were an accurate depiction of the rotational accelerations seen on a truck. In Long’s work [15],
the rotational velocity of two axes were recorded but the angular acceleration was not calculated.
In all of the previous works, accelerometers used to record linear acceleration was a piezoelectric
accelerometer, which does not have the capability to record frequencies down to 0 Hz. In the
work of Bernad [5] frequencies are only reported from 4-80 Hz. In Batt’s [4] work the minimum
frequency recorded is 1 Hz, most likely due to the use of piezoelectric accelerometers. These works
neglect the significant energy that likely occurs below this frequency. Another factor missing from
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the previous work was that only a single sensor location was used. To accurately measure the
rotational accelerations that occur on a rigid body of a vehicle, multiple sensor mounting locations
are recommended which will be discussed later in Chapter 2.

2.2

Multi-Axis Vibration Sensors
Typically, a piezoelectric accelerometer is used to record linear vibration and shocks. Al-

though piezoelectric sensors are common in the packaging industry, a disadvantage is that many do
not have the capability to record frequencies below 1 Hz [24]. For this research, frequencies below 1
Hz are of interest and piezoelectric accelerometers cannot be used.
Direct Current (DC) tri-axial accelerometers are used in this study to record linear acceleration of a vehicle below 1 Hz. DC sensors have the ability to record low frequency energy, which
may exist in vehicle motion. Unlike the commonly used piezoelectric accelerometers, DC response
sensors can record down to 0 Hz with high accuracy [24]. However, DC accelerometers present challenges during recording vibration data. One such limitation is that DC sensors need time to ”zero
out,” meaning that the vehicle, or any vibrating mass, must start from a static-equilibrium position
where the sensors will determine a zero acceleration baseline. If the vehicle is in motion when the
recording begins, it will average the non-zero acceleration for the first few seconds that will be the
baseline for the remainder of the event. This feature, if not considered, can provide misleading data
during the recording event. Another disadvantage is that DC sensors tend to drift from the defined
zero acceleration baseline. During analysis, however, any drift that is present can be nullified during
post processing by detrending the often linear drift. DC sensors are important in recording the low
frequency content of linear vibration of a vehicle and with the addition of an angular rate sensor,
the total 6 DOF vehicle motion can be captured.
Angular rate sensors (ARS) are used to determine the rotational velocity of a rigid body and
are commonly used in many industries for recording multi-axis vibration [12, 13, 14, 7, 16, 25] The
application of an ARS in the packaging industry, however, is more complex and minimally used [15].
For vehicle motion, an ARS is mounted to the floor (rigid body) to record the rotational velocity in
all three axes. ARS, a form of gyroscope, measures the rotational rate of an object’s motion with
respect to an inertial frame of reference [1]. The original ARS concept was developed by Coriolis
in 1835 where he stated that there is an ”imaginary force that causes a moving particle to deviate
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within a rotating frame of reference” [1]. This means a particle in space is moved along a rotational
axis, and the distance that the particle moves in a specific time, the velocity, is measured [1]. While
this concept has been around since 1835, there have been many developments to improve ARS’s
used today.
The first ARS was produced by the Sperry Gyroscope Company and was initially called an
Angular Rate Tachometer. Adapting from this, the Systron Donner Inertial Company became the
first company to commercially produce gyroscopes that have a similar concept to the ones that are
used today [17]. As recording equipment improved, the use of fiber optics or ring laser gyroscopes
became commonly used, allowing for higher precision measurements. The most accurate type of
ARS is the optical gyroscope which is based on the Sagnac Effect [17]. This effect is caused by a
phase shift between the signal input and the response when rotation of the sensor occurs [1]. This
type of ARS is used today for navigation systems of ships and other travel devices, but the downside
of these devices is that they are expensive and bulky. These difficulties necessitated growth and
innovation of ARS that can be incorporated into a packaging application. Until recently, ARS have
not been used in the packaging testing or vehicle recording industry [15]. Based on information from
prior work, the incorporation of this technology allows for a more accurate understanding of what a
packaged product experiences during transit than the linear accelerometers currently used.
Today, there are three main categories to describe ARS devices that can be applied to
recording rotational motion of a vehicle. First is the ”Vibratory Gyroscope.” This type of gyroscope
is made of quartz or silicon material and has strong recording quality at high atmospheric pressure.
The next type is the ”Vibrating Wheel Gryroscope” which drives a wheel to vibrate at its axis
of symmetry. As the sensor rotates, the wheel begins to tilt causing the capacitive electrodes
underneath the wheel to detect a change. This change is recorded as an angular rate. Lastly
is the tuning fork gyroscope, which ”contains a pair of masses that are driven to oscillate with
equal amplitude but in opposite directions” [17]. Many tuning fork ARSs are produced with a
silicon material allowing the gimbal to move freely in the structure. The Coriolis forces induce an
orthogonal vibration when the sensor is rotated. This type of gyroscope has become one of the more
popular sensors to record rotational vibration [17]. This ARS has fork tines that oscillate along the
primary vibration plane of the sensor. When the forks rotate along the axis, ”a precession around
that axis arises.” The byproduct is an amplification which is output as an angular velocity [1]. The
tuning fork sensors use the Coriolis acceleration which is ”generated when rotation is coupled with
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an oscillatory component to a mass.” The rotation moves about the central location i.e. the ARS
itself, and determines the velocity and polarity [17].
ARS can be incorporated into sensor mounting arrays that help in the calculation of angular
accelerations of vehicles. Using an ARS coupled with a tri-axial accelerometer array results in being
able to use an algebraic equation to calculate rotational acceleration. If the combination of these
sensors are not used, then a numerical differentiation of the angular velocity must be used to calculate
the rotational acceleration. This numerical differentiation is difficult and can cause noisy angular
acceleration signals, as discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3

Recording Method Comparison
In the following section, multiple sensor recording arrays are discussed. All of these methods

have been used in the past to record 6 DOF motion and calculate the angular acceleration of an
object. The following methods have not been used to record the motion of a vehicle. In each of
the subsections, the method overview, advantages and disadvantages, and applicable equations are
discussed. Missing from the methods is the minimum sensor spacing distance required to accurately
calculate angular acceleration.

2.3.1

3-2-2-2
The first method is the 3-2-2-2 scheme, containing a total of nine accelerometers mounted in

a non-coplanar orientation, Fig 2.1. This is one of the most frequently used methods for the recording
of impact vibrations to a head-form [13]. At the origin or the center point of the mounting array, a
tri-axial accelerometer is used to record all three linear axes. Three separate sensor locations extend
from the origin location, each recording two linear axes. One sensor location is mounted above the
plane of the three other sensors. The 3-2-2-2 array, uses linear accelerations from the different sensor
locations to determine the angular accelerations using the following equations:

αx = (A0 y − A3 y)/2ρ3 z − (A0 z − A2 z)/2ρ2 y

(2.1)

αy = (A0 z − A1 z)/2ρ1 x − (A0 x − A3 x)/2ρ3 z

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1: 3-2-2-2 non-coplanar sensor array.

αz = (A0 x − A2 x)/2ρ2 y − (A0 y − A1 y)/2ρ1 x

(2.3)

where α is the angular acceleration, A is the linear acceleration from each sensor and ρ is the distance
the accelerometers are mounted from each other. This array does not include the use of ARS, but
using Eqs. 2.1- 2.3, angular accelerations can be calculated [7, 13]
The nine total accelerometer channels of the 3-2-2-2 configuration ultimately provide more
accurate calculation of angular acceleration terms than an array with less than nine accelermometer
channels. Another benefit of this method is derived from the matched pairs of accelerometers in
the array. The matched pairs cancel out the Coriolis components and angular accelerations are
determined independent of angular velocity. The 3-2-2-2 method also has the ability to accurately
calculate angular velocity and angular acceleration at any instant in time rather than having to
calculating the entire data set. The 3-2-2-2 configuration, however, is not easily applicable for
vehicle vibration recording due to the non-coplanar configuration. From a packaging and vehicle
recording standpoint, it is difficult to mount the Z axis sensor out of plane while also on the same
rigid body of the truck. The 3-2-2-2 configuration is also prone to cumulative error if the angular
acceleration is calculated for a large data set. Some of these errors are due to the signal noise and
the mismatch from the response vectors from each of the accelerometer pairs [16]. This error can
compound and affect long continuous data sets.
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Figure 2.2: 3-3-3 sensor array using three tri-axial accelerometers mounted in a spherical orientation.

2.3.2

3-3-3
The next method is the 3-3-3 configuration, Fig 2.2. It uses a total of three tri-axial

accelerometer locations in the same plane, mounted in a spherical configuration. The 3-3-3 method
is more ergonomic in mounting sensors on the floor of a distribution vehicle due to the coplanar
mounting locations. Similar to the 3-2-2-2 array, the 3-3-3 array uses a nine acceleromter package
(NAP) [16]. Because the angular velocities are not directly recorded, a differential equation must
be used to determine the angular acceleration of the rigid body.
It is possible to calculate angular velocity, but it is common for error to accumulate due to
step-wise integration. The error incorporated when determining angular velocities will then cause an
increased amount of error for the angular acceleration calculation. The challenge of this calculation,
with the exclusion of an ARS does not make it a good fit for this study. Additionally, sensors
mounted in a spherical shape do not the match the L shape sensor array method outlined for this
work, meaning the 3-3-3 was not used in this study.

2.3.3

6aω & 3aω
The following configurations, 3aω and 6aω, introduce a method that includes the use of an

ARS. This allows for the angular rates to be recorded in a raw data format.
The 3aω, Fig. 2.3, is mounted so that only one sensor location is required. This sensor
can be combined to include a tri-axial accelerometer and a three-channel ARS as long as they are
located at the same location. Due to the single sensor location, this configuration uses the smallest
area and can be utilized when space is limited. The angular velocity is directly recorded, so angular
acceleration can be calculated by differentiating the angular velocity terms. This allows it to be
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Figure 2.3: 3aω coplanar sensor array.
easier to determine the angular acceleration, resulting in less error than the previously discussed
configurations. A disadvantage to this array is that there is no way to verify the accuracy of the
differentiation of angular velocity. There can be errors while differentiating the angular velocity
terms with no defined method of doing so. The single location of this method does not suit well
with the goals of this research, so the 3aω method was not used for this study.
The 6aω, however, uses a larger surface area sensor configuration with more sensors extended
from the origin location, providing a more stable calculation of angular acceleration [13]. The method
6aω, Fig. 2.4, is similar to the 3aω, but additional accelerometer channels are used. For this array, a
tri-axial accelerometer and an ARS are located at the origin and it includes accelerometers extended
in the X and Y axes. This configuration can be used in a non-coplanar mounting configuration if
necessary, but is mounted on a single plane for this study. The use of linear accelerometers at three
different locations in the 6aω provides higher accuracy in calculating the angular acceleration than
the 3aω. The 6aω has been successfully used to record high-speed and low-speed impacts during
head form impact testing. This array for a vehicle vibration recording can also be effective for a
wide range of vehicle speeds [13]. The 6aω method can calculate the angular acceleration easily by
using a algebraic equation and does not require error prone numerical differentiation.
The equations to calculate the angular accelerations are as follows:

αx =

Az1 − Az0
− ωy ωz ,
ρy1
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(2.4)

Figure 2.4: 6aω coplanar sensor array.

αy =

Az0 − Az2
+ ωx ωz ,
ρx2

(2.5)

αz =

Ay2 − Ay0
− ωx ωy ,
ρx2

(2.6)

where α is the angular acceleration, A is the linear acceleration from each sensor, ω is the angular
velocity, and ρ is the distance the accelerometers are mounted from each other.
Due to the coplanar, three accelerometer L shape array including the use of an ARS, the
6aω sensor configuration is selected for this study. This method has been proven in the head-form
testing industry, where sensors are mounted in close proximity. Because the 6aω is accurate when
mounted in a small head-form, one could assume that it could be used to record the 6 DOF motion
that occurs on a distribution vehicle. There has been no prior work to validate that the 6aω method
could be used to accurately calculate the angular acceleration of a transport vehicle, where the
recording body is much larger in size than a head-form, when sensors are mounted close to one
another. Further research using the 6aω configuration can advance the understanding of 6 DOF
motion of a vehicle and ultimately provide a better understanding of what a packaged product will
experience through the distribution environment.

2.3.4

Kinematic Transformation
The kinematic transformation method is used to determine the acceleration at any point on a

rigid body if the acceleration is known at a reference point [10, 18]. The kinematic transformation for
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this study is used to determine the exact motion of the 6 DOF vibration table at the location where
the sensor array is mounted for comparison to the test method. Using the control accelerometers
mounted on the base and sides of the vibration table, the angular acceleration of the table surface
can be calculated. This is not to be confused with the 3-3-3 and 6aω configurations. In this study,
it is the actual rotational acceleration of the vibration table and not a method used to calculate the
angular acceleration of a vehicle. More information of the kinematic transformation is discussed in
further detail in Chapter 3 of this study.

2.4

Summary of Standards
There are three standards that focus on important aspects of multi-axis vibration. Military

Standard, MIL-STD-810G-527 [9], Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice (SAE J-211)[23], and
Road Vehicles Measurements Techniques in Impact Tests Instrumentation, (ISO 6487) provide
information that help in testing, recording, and classifying multi-axis vibration. These methods
discuss the correct sign convention and polarities, as well as the technology to properly record
and classify 6 DOF motion. MIL-STD-810G-527 is close in relationship to a single axis package
vibration test and follows many of the same practices. Until recently, the military only used single
DOF vibration testing, but they have recommended multi-axis vibration testing on their packages
or other related objects. SAE J-211 and ISO 6487 work in harmony with one another and focus on
the practices of recording and filtering multi-axis vibration.
As stated in MIL-STD-810G-527 [9], the purpose of multi-axis testing is, ”to provide a degree
of confidence that the material can structurally and functionally withstand a specified environment.”
The military believes that a single vertical excitation is not sufficient to reproduce the motion
that will occur during transportation. The standard provides reasons why to select the ”Multi
Exciter Test” (MET) over the ”Single Exciter Test”(SET). The first, MET provides a distribution
of vibration or shock energy to the material in more than one axis in a controlled manner without
relying upon the dynamics of the material for such distribution. Vibration and shock inputs come
from all linear and rotational axes, not just a vertical axis. This motion has the potential to disturb
the packaged product in multiple ways. SET is not sufficient enough to reproduce the total energy
distributed to the product. Second, MET may be selected when the physical configuration of the
material is such that its slenderness ratio is high, meaning that the product is taller than it is wide,
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Figure 2.5: Sign convention used for vehicle recording.
and SET must rely upon the dynamics of the material to distribute energy. This describes that
single-axis testing relies on the product to distribute the input energy through the entire packaged
product and does not test the stability of that unit load. With the use of MET, the vibration will be
directly distributed through the non-vertical linear axes in a more realistic manner. Lastly, for large
and heavy test material, more than one exciter may be necessary to provide sufficient energy to the
test item. This can be related to the packaging industry due to a large unit load, such as a steel rack
or other heavy loads stacked on a pallet. Exciting the product in the multiple degrees of freedom
will allow for the product to respond in a more realistic manner. In addition, the standard describes
common damages of a package that are caused by multi-axis vibration and can be replicated during
MET. They are as follows: misalignment of the package, deformation of material structure, loosening
of seals, or abrasion to a label or product component. Although SET may reproduce some of these
damages, MET can reproduce the damages in a more realistic environment. MIL-STD-810G-527
provides two different procedures that can be followed to reproduce a distribution environment.
The first being the Time Domain Reference Criteria and the second being the Frequency Domain
Reference Criteria. When selecting one of the two procedures, the desired end result must be kept
in mind. It can be beneficial to test using either method depending on whether the test operator
would like to know the time history of the trial or the frequencies that provide higher intense motion
to the product.
SAE J-211 is written to help describe how to properly classify and record multi-axis vibration. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) is an organization that provides standards and
guidelines for the engineering and testing of automobiles and their components. Manufacturers are
not just interested in the response of the vehicle, but also the response of its passengers during a
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collision or impact. The purpose of SAE J-211 is to ”provide guidelines and recommendations for
the techniques of measurement used in impact tests. The aim is to achieve uniformity in instrumentation practice and in reporting test results”. This document provides a sign convention for
recording multi-axis vibration, Fig. 2.5. To stay consistent with SAE J-211, this work will continue
to use this sign convention for vehicle motion. The channel frequency class (CFC) is a filtering
method designated by a number indicating the acceptable frequency response that lies within the
limits of the filter. SAE J-211 specifies the CFC filter as a Four-Pole Butterworth filter. Based on
the motion of interest, SAE J-211 provides recommendations for the CFC value to use for filtering
data. For vehicle response, it is recommended that CFC 180 to be used. The CFC 180 filter has no
roll off up to a frequency of 180 Hz. After 180 HZ the filter quality begins to roll off, after -3 dB roll
off, the filter become unacceptable. A CFC 180 filter will reach the -3 dB roll off at 300 Hz, meaning
that frequencies can only be reported up to 300 Hz. Based off the filter selection, a sampling rate
requirement is determined. SAE J-211 states that the sampling rate must be at least ten times the
CFC filtering value. For example, if CFC 180 is selected, at least 1,800 samples/second must be used
during recording. SAE J-211 then discusses the importance of accurate sensor mounting, stating
that all sensors should be mounted on a flat surface with angles less than 5 degrees. They also note,
”when multi-axial accelerations at a point are to be measured, each accelerometer axis should pass
within 10 mm of that point and the center of seismic mass of each accelerometer should be within
30 mm of that point” meaning that the accelerometers must be mounted directly inline with each
other. Sensor selection is also discussed, but it is left up to the operator to decide on which sensor
to use. There are many different types of sensors available, but it is important to consider which
is most useful for the recording that will take place. Alongside SAE J-211, ISO 6487 is written in
harmony with SAE J-211 and provide insight on recording practices. The authors note that the ISO
document should be referenced when deciding on a test method for recording.
ISO 6487 is written in harmony with SAE J-211 to aid in the performance of recording multiaxis vibration. This document focuses on measuring impact shocks that occur during transportation
but is beneficial when classifying hazards seen in the distribution environment for a packaged product. Proceeding that, performance requirements along with CFC specifications are discussed. ISO
6487 recommends that environmental checks should be conducted throughout the recording procedure to verify that environmental conditions, such as temperature, have not affected any data. If an
acceleration or angular rate recorded exceeds over two percent error of the peak expected values of
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output signals then, verification must be corrected and checked prior to additional recording. ISO
6487 recommends the relocation or the replacement of the cables as a common fix of an increased
peak.
These standards are all helpful in the recording and classification of multi-axis motion.
They provide insight to sign convention, recording rates, filtering, and MET methods that can be of
interest for 6 DOF recording. What is not provided in these standards are the sensor array methods
and the spacing that the sensors must be separated. The following work will look into the effect of
sensor placement for the 6aω method on the calculation of angular acceleration.
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Chapter 3

The Effect of Coplanar Sensor
Spacing on Determining the
Angular Acceleration of Vehicles
3.1

Introduction
The packaging distribution environment presents many challenges to the integrity of a pack-

aged product. One predominate hazard is the complex motion of the transporting vehicle. Regardless of the distribution environment, exposure to this vehicle motion is inevitable, since all packaged
products undergo transportation utilizing some combination of truck, train, airplane or ship. Vibration can cause resonance of fragile product components leading to damage or premature failure,
shifting of packaged products within a unit load resulting in a loss of load stability [22], and exposure
to dynamic compressive forces which can lead to package degradation or product damage. In order
to validate that a packaged product will survive distribution, laboratory testing is often performed
using custom test plans or standardized test plans published by organizations such as the International Safe Transit Association (ISTA) or ASTM International. Current vehicle vibration testing
standards published by ISTA [2], ASTM [3], and others specify the simulation of only vertical motion with the exception of MIL-STD-810G [9]. MIL-STD-810G acknowledges the use of multi-axis
vibration testing and makes prevision for its use in evaluating packaged products. MIL-STD-810G
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Figure 3.1: Full, six degree of freedom motion of a rigid body.
does not, however, contain multi-axis vibration inputs or instructions for collecting such data.
The motion of a rigid body can be fully described using six degrees of freedom; three linear
or translational degrees of freedom and three rotational degrees of freedom, Fig. 3.1. Full, six axis
motion of vehicles and the human body response to impacts have been considered within the automotive and aerospace industries [17, 20], however, within the packaged product transportation field,
published studies have been limited to evaluation of vehicle motion in only the three translational
axes [4, 5, 21, 22]. Bernad et. al. found that rotational accelerations that occur in the back of
transport vehicle are too complex to be transcribed into a manner that can be expressed in single
axis testing [6]. These six degree of freedom (6DOF) accelerations have the ability to cause shifting
or ”bending” of a unitized load on the pallet and become less stable [5, 6]. Researchers have noted
that neglecting the rotational motions of the vehicle is not recommended, and its effects on the
package could cause damage to the product[6]. Thus, providing for more realistic simulation can
lead to designing a more efficient package.
ISTA’s Advocate Research & Value Delivery Program (ARVD) recognized the need for full,
six axis characterization of transport vehicles in their recent request for proposal (RFP), 0003 Measurement and Multi-Axis Simulation of Unit Load Stability Transportation Hazards: Phase 1.
In this RFP, ISTA required the use of linear accelerometers and angular rate sensors in recording the
motion of a truck while negotiating various road hazards. ISTA specified linear accelerometers to be
spaced 76.20 cm apart. While this minimum spacing requirement is specific, no prior work exists to
support that such spacing is necessary to ensure accurate characterization of rotational axis vehicle
vibration [19]. This RFP highlights the fact that missing is a scientific study designed to determine
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the minimum sensor spacing necessary to accurately capture the yaw, pitch, and roll of transport
vehicles. To that end, three tasks are performed in this study: 1) Explore the sensitivity of angular
acceleration calculations to error in sensor placement to inform sensor array fixture design, 2) Explore
the variation from a known (laboratory) angular input of the angular accelerations calculated using
a common sensor array at varying sensor spacing distances, and 3) Explore the variation in the
angular accelerations calculated from an unknown (field) input, using a common sensor array at
varying sensor spacing distances.
The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows:
Section 2 contains an overview of the sensor arrays used in this study, the methods employed in
calculating the angular accelerations, and the recording configuration and parameters used for
laboratory and field recording.
Section 3 contains the methods, results, and discussion of Task 1, sensor placement sensitivity
analysis.
Section 4 contains the methods, results, and discussion of Task 2, a laboratory comparison of
sensor spacing on the calculation of angular acceleration.
Section 5 contains the methods, results, and discussion of Task 3, exploring the effect of sensor
spacing on the calculation of angular acceleration from vehicle vibration motion.
Section 6 contains a presentation of concluding remarks.

3.2

Background
In order to understand the multi-axis motion of a vehicle, it is convenient to visualize a

coordinate system attached to the vehicle. Assuming that the vehicle behaves as a rigid body, the
motion of a point P on the vehicle with respect to a body fixed coordinate system can be written
as
B

AP = B A0 + B α × B ρP + B ω ×

B


ω × B ρP .

(3.1)

Equation 3.1 serves as the basis for analyzing the motion of a rigid body where all the
measurements are in the body fixed coordinate system. The vector
vector from O to P in the body fixed coordinate system,
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B

B

ρP is the relative position

AP is the absolute acceleration vector of

P written in the body coordinate system, B AO is the absolute acceleration of body fixed coordinate
system written in the body coordinate system,

B

written in the body fixed coordinate system, and

ω is the angular velocity vector of the rigid body
B

α is the angular acceleration vector of the rigid

body written in the body fixed coordinate system.
Post processing of the data from accelerometer arrays utilize Eqn. 3.1 to determine the
angular acceleration of a body. The schemes work by directly measuring the linear acceleration of
the origin of the body fixed coordinate and by using various measurements of the linear acceleration
along the body and/or measurements of angular velocities to determine the angular accelerations [7,
12, 13, 16].

3.2.1

6aω Sensor Array
A sensor array conducive with use in a packaged product vehicle application is necessary

for this study. Several of the common multi-axis motion capturing sensor arrays utilize non coplanar configurations [13, 16], configurations with a spherical, co-planar array [7], or a configuration
with a sensor bundle located at a single sensor location [12, 13]. These arrays were not considered
for this study because of the difficulty in mounting sensors out of the vehicle floor plane or the
limitation of depending on angular rate sensors mounted at a single sensor location. Using a single
sensor location is not ideal for calculating the angular acceleration. The use of a single location
requires the use of numerical differentiation rather than an algebraic equation to solve for angular
acceleration [12]. This numerical differentiation of the recorded angular rate data required for a
single sensor location often results in noisy angular acceleration signals [13]. The 6aω method is
selected to capture necessary inputs for calculation of the rotational accelerations of the vehicle due
to its three sensor, co-planar, right angle configuration, Fig. 3.2. This array contains three linear
accelerometers co-located with three angular rate sensors at a central origin. Three additional linear
sensors are located at two locations remote to the origin along orthogonal axes. The 6aω recording
array is used to address all three tasks addressed in this study. Angular acceleration is calculated
using the following equations for rotation about the X, Y and Z axes by substituting the following
into Eqn. 3.1

B

A0 = Ax0 î + Ay0 ĵ + Az0 k̂,
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(3.2)

Figure 3.2: Configuration of the 6aω sensor array.
and if p = 1, then ρ1 = ρy1 ĵ and if p = 2, then ρ2 = ρx2 î. The angular accelerations can be
written as
αx =

Az1 − Az0
− ωy ωz ,
ρy1

(3.3)

αy =

Az0 − Az2
+ ωx ωz ,
ρx2

(3.4)

αz =

Ay2 − Ay0
− ωx ωy ,
ρx2

(3.5)

where ωm is the angular velocity, αm is the angular acceleration about m axis, m ∈ (x, y, z),
Am0 is the acceleration at the origin sensor location in either the X or Z direction, Am1 is the
acceleration at the sensor location on the Y axis, Am2 acceleration at the sensor location on the X
axis, and ρmi is the distance between the origin sensor and the remote sensors. Finally, note that
if the measurements are switched in the sensor array at locations 1 and 2, Fig. 3.2, an alternative
form for rotation around angular acceleration around the Z axis can be written as

αz =

Ax0 − Ax1
+ ωx ωy .
ρy1
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(3.6)

3.2.2

Kinematic Transformation
The kinematic transformation method is used to determine the acceleration at any point on

a rigid body, if the accelerations are known at reference point [10, 18]. In this study, a kinematic
transformation is used in a laboratory setting to verify the angular accelerations that are calculated
using the 6aω method described above. Using a kinematic transformation matrix [10, 18], the
accelerations measured by the vibration table control accelerometers are used to determine the
angular acceleration of the table. However, it can be used to compute the angular acceleration of
body in the field.
Equation 3.1 can be written in matrix form as

B

where

B

AP = B AO +

B





αB ρP + B ω B B ω B ρP ,

(3.7)




αB and B ω B represent the skew operator equivalent to the cross product and can be

written as

 0
B B  
α =
 αz

−αy

−αz
0
αx


αy 

−αx 


0


and

 0
B B  
ω =
 ωz

−ωy

−ωz
0
ωx


ωy 

−ωx 
.

0

(3.8)




αB and quadratic in B ω B . In the 6aω array, the entries in
B B 


ω are measured directly and entries in B αB are solved for by algebraic manipulation. The key
Note that Eqn. 3.7 is linear

B

to the kinematic transformation is the assumption that the normal components of the acceleration

 2


field can be neglected, i.e., B ω B
<< B αB . This reduces Eqn. 3.7 to

B

AP = B AO +

B




αB ρP = B AO + B ρP B α.

(3.9)

Equation 3.9 can be solved directly for the entries in α. However, it is convenient to define row selec

tion vectors to extract components of the acceleration field in a given direction as eTx = 1 0 0 ,




T
T
ey = 0 1 0 , and ez = 0 0 1 . Now the k th accelerometer can be written as


ak,j =



A

  O
,
eTj − eTj B ρk B 
α
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(3.10)

where k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n), i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n), and j ∈ (x, y, z), and n indicates the number of accelerometer measurements. Concating each accelerometer measurement together, the accelerations of the
coordinate system can be written in terms of the measured accelerations as





eT1 − eT1 B ρ1 B

 


 



B  B
T
T B
 a1,2  
ρ
e
−e
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2
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(ak,j ) =  .  = 
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T
T B
B
ej
−ej
ρn
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(3.11)

In matrix form this can be written as

 
Ameas = T̄ Amotion ,

(3.12)

where Ameas is a 6 × 1 vector of unknown linear and angular accelerations, Amotion is a n × 1 vector
of known measurements, and T̄ is a n × 6 matrix. Equation 3.12 can be rewritten as

Amotion = [T ] Ameas ,

(3.13)

where [T ] is a n × 6 matrix known as the ”Input” or ”Kinematic Transform”. Mathematically, [T ] is
   −1  
 
T
T
T̄
T̄ .
the Moore Penrose Inverse of the matrix T̄ , and can be calculated as [T ] = T̄

3.2.3

Equivalence of 6aω and Kinematic Transformation
In general, the 6aω and the kinematic transformation differ in their estimations of the

angular acceleration. However, if we let the position vectors equal to those of the 6aω array, then it
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can be shown that the matrix T̄ and T can be written as

1

0



0
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0


0


0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
and T = 

0


0


0


0

0

0
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0

0

0
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0
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0
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(3.14)

This yields the follow acceleration for the body fixed coordinate system


Amotion

Ax0









A
y0






Az0




=  Az0 − Az1  .




ρy1


 Az2 − Az0 




ρx2
A −
Ay0 
y2
ρx2

(3.15)

The last three entries of Amotion are the angular accelerations αx , αy , and αz , and they are the same
as those calculated using the 6aω array when the products of the angular velocities are neglected.

3.2.4

Recording System Design
Both the kinematic transformation and the 6aω calculations of the angular acceleration

utilize the same data acquisition system. The sections below provide details of the accelerometers,
angular rate sensors, data acquisition system and the processing of the data are detailed in the
following sections.

3.2.4.1

Data Acquisition System
The DTS (Seal Beach, California) Slice IP68 R with SLICEWare R Software, is used for data

acquisition. The data acquisition system includes a total of 18 channels that allows for all sensors
plugged in to the system. The acquisition system also uses a 5-pole butterworth hardware filter.
Direct current (DC) accelerometers are used for recording in this study despite the fact that
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piezoelectric accelerometers are predominately used to record dynamic force and acceleration [8].
The decision to use this type of sensor is due to the low frequency recording ability. Unlike the
commonly used piezoelectric accelerometers, DC response sensors can record all the way down to
0 Hz with high accuracy [24]. DC sensors are selected for this study because we believe that there
is significant energy that exists at low frequencies in the rotational axes. In order to accurately
record vehicle motion, the vehicle must begin from a static-equilibrium to allow for the DC sensors
to ”zero out”. Three Dytran Instruments (Chatsworth, California) DC Response 7355A4-30 R Triaxial accelerometers are selected to record the linear accelerations. These accelerometers are capable
of recording a frequency range of 0-500 Hz and a peak acceleration of +/- 16 g.
In order to record the rotational motion, a three channel, DTS (Seal Beach, California)
ARS3 Pro R , angular rate sensor is selected. The angular rate sensor can record over a frequency
range of 0-300 Hz and a peak angular velocity of 300 deg/s.

3.2.4.2

Recording Setup
A Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) document, SAE J211 - Surface Vehicle Recom-

mended Practice, is written to inform how to properly classify and record multi-axis vibration of
vehicles during impacts. This document provides a sign convention and its polarity for recording six
degree of freedom vehicle vibration seen in Fig. 1.4. Sign convention is vital in consistent recording
of multi-axis vibration and its calculation of angular accelerations. In this study, sensor orientations
are held to the SAE recommended configuration. Additionally, from SAE J-211, the sampling rates
must be at least ten times the maximum frequency of interest in each recording.

3.2.4.3

Post-Processing Software
The SLICEWare R software allows for the setup of the data collection such as; recording

times, sampling rates, software filtering and the exporting of data.
The Channel Frequency Class (CFC) is designated by a number indicating that the channel
frequency response lies within the limits specified in SAE J-211. For vehicle vibrations, SAE J-211
recommends a CFC 180 to be used. There is zero roll off of the filter up to the cut off frequency
(180 Hz), Fig. 3.3. At 300 Hz, the filter imparts a -3 dB roll off, making signals above this frequency
of no use.
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Figure 3.3: Frequency envelope of CFC 180 and CFC 10 classifications from SAE J-211 [23].

3.3

Computation of Angular Accelerations Sensitivity to Spacing and Orientation of Accelerometers
Calculation of the angular accelerations from the 6aω sensor array can be affected by the

spacing and orientation of the sensors and the noise present in the measurement. The effect of spacing
and orientation on the calculation of the angular rates in the absence of noise can be illustrated by
intentionally misplacing and disorienting the sensors in the 6aω array. Results from this analysis
emphasize the importance of sensor placement accuracy and inform placement tolerances. For
example, if sensors placed in the 6aω array are intended to be spaced at 25.40 cm but are actually
misplaced a certain distance, what is the effect on the calculated angular acceleration.
Equations 3.3-3.5 are used to calculate the angular accelerations for a given 6aω array.
The angular acceleration is calculated for a designed sensor spacing of 12.70 cm. The error in the
angular acceleration due to misplacement of the sensors is plotted over a range of sensor misplacement
spacings up to 0.64 cm or 5% of the designed spacing, Fig. 3.4. The result of the 12.70 cm spacing
with a sensor placement error of 0.64 cm resulted in an angular acceleration error of 5.25%. This
error is only descriptive of the misplacement of a single sensor. If multiple sensors are inaccurately
mounted, error will compound. Thus, the error in Fig. 3.4, is the minimum error caused by sensor
misalignment. Figure 3.4 also shows the result of the error of root mean square error of the calculated
signal. Error can also arise from angle variation of the mounted sensor, Fig. 3.4(b). If the sensor
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity analysis of angular acceleration accuracy to sensor linear misplacement and
angular misorientation at designed sensor spacing of ρx2 = 12.70 cm.
is not mounted perpendicular to the fixture this can lead to additional error. While it is minimal
compared to the linear misplacement, it can still contribute to the error in the angular acceleration
calculations. Finally, note that the effect of misalignment is negated as the radial distance between
sensors increasing, i.e., a 1 cm misalignment effects a measurement taken with a radial distance
between sensors of 12.70 cm more than it does a measurement taken with a radial distance of 76.20
cm.
The accumulating error potential of both mounting variations is significant enough to justify
the design of a sensor orientation mounting fixture to assure accurate sensor mounting. This fixture
assures correct sensor placement on the vehicle but can lead to other complications due to fixture
resonances and their effect on the measured vehicle motion.

Sensor Orientation Fixture
The primary purpose of the sensor orientation fixture in recording multi-axis vibration is to
assure sensor placement accuracy while maintaining rigid contact with the vehicle or shaker surface.
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The fixture in this study is designed out of 0.95 cm thick steel to create an 90 degree L shape. The
fixture contains threaded screw holes in 12.70 cm increments allowing the sensors to be mounted to
the steel fixture and through holes for mounting the fixture to the wood floor of a truck or head
expander of the shaker system. While accuracy of sensor placement is vital to accurate calculation
of angular accelerations, the fixture must be vibrationally analyzed to assure it is functioning as a
rigid body in the frequency range of interest.
Resonance of the sensor mounting fixture can cause amplification of vehicle motion as measured by the accelerometers and result in measurement errors.
The experimental modal behavior of the fixture mounted to the truck floor is explored
by using a series of impact hammer tests. A power density plot is constructed to characterize
the fixture’s frequency response to each impact. The hammer is not instrumented with a load
cell, therefore, we could not extract mode shapes. Hammer impacts at three fixture locations are
performed, and the results illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The primary resonance frequency of the fixture
is observed at approximately 165.0 Hz. Fixture amplification began at approximately 125 Hz and
therefore a usable frequency range up to 120 Hz is defined as indicated in Fig. 3.5. Due to these
results, the mounting fixture resonance limited the maximum frequency of use in post processing of
vehicle motion to 120 Hz. However, the measured vehicle motion contained little energy above 120
Hz, and therefore, this cutoff frequency is a reasonable choice for this vehicle and did not limit the
results.

3.4

Laboratory Data Comparison
In the section, we quantify the effect of sensor spacing on the calculated angular acceler-

ation from measurements in a controlled testing environment. Testing is performed on the Team
Corporation (Burlington, Washington) six degree of freedom (6DOF) shaker, the Cube R , housed at
Herrick Labs at Purdue University. The shaker is equipped with a head expander that has a length
and width of 1.52 meters by 1.52 meters. In this series of tests, the calculated angular acceleration from the sensor array is compared to the shaker input determined from the Cube

R

feedback

accelerometers. The angular accelerations are determined from sensors spaced along the L shaped
fixture at ρ = ρy1 = ρx2 equal to 76.20 cm, 50.80 cm, 25.40 cm, and 12.70 cm, Fig. 3.6. Two input
motions are prescribed to the shaker: 1) a controlled constant amplitude sinusoidal rotation about
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Figure 3.5: Power density plot of the in response to a metal hammer impact at various locations
along the fixture.
the X axis (roll) at a fixed frequency, and 2) a controlled constant amplitude sinusoidal rotation
about the X, Y , and Z axes at a fixed frequency. The motion is described from a virtual point that
lies in the center of the head expander. The length of each test was roughly 85 seconds, with a 15
second ramp up to reach full amplitude of motion and roughly a 15 second ramp down before the
shaker stops. The ramp up and down are ignored, and analysis is performed using the middle 30
seconds of test data.
It is worth noting that the Cube R , when controlled by the specified motion in reference to
a virtual point, utilizes its own kinematic transformation, albeit at different points, such that the

 2


controller limits the shaker’s motion so that B ω B
<< B αB . This has the consequence
that, if the kinematic transformation is calculated using the same points and acceleration directions
as the 6aω method, the two methods are equal. Two metrics are used to quantify the difference
between the motion measured by the sensor array and that of the Cube R , both rely on the residuals
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Figure 3.6: Laboratory sensor orientation fixture setup mounted to the table with sensor locations
indicated.
which can be written as

m (tn ) = αj,m,cube (tn ) − αj,m,array (tn ),

n = 1 . . . N,

(3.16)

where αj,m,cube (tj ) and αj,m,array (tj ) are the angular accelerations of the shaker measured by its
feedback accelerometers, m ∈ (x, y, z) and N is the number of samples taken over the analyzed
time period. The first metric measures the variation by allowing one to look at the maximum of
the absolute value of the residual, and in the second metric, the root mean square error (RMSE)
captures the change over the whole time range. The metrics can be defined as
r
M1 = max |m (tn )|,

3.4.1

and M2 =

1
m (tn )2 .
N

(3.17)

Case 1: Harmonic Input αx
In the first case, the shaker is driven with a sinusoidal, rotational motion about the X-axis,

also known as a ”roll”. The peak amplitude of the angular acceleration is 7 rad/s2 and the frequency
of oscillation is 12 Hz. The rotations about the Y and Z axes are enforced to be 0 rad/s2 . The
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variation in the angular accelerations of the shaker and 6aω measurement system is quantified by
first identifying the minimum and maximum peaks within bands in the shaker acceleration, Fig. 3.7.
While the average amplitude of the shaker motion is approximately 8 rad/s2 , the maximum peak
amplitudes lie between 6.5 and 11 rad/s2 , and the minimum peak amplitudes lie between -7 and
-12 rad/s2 . The minimum and maximum peaks of shaker signal define an input envelope which the
calculated sensor array signal is compared to.
The angular accelerations resulting from each sensor spacing measurement and about each
axis are plotted in Fig. 3.8. The red lines represent the minimum and maximum envelope from the
shaker feedback signals, and the grey line represents the angular acceleration calculated from the
6aω measurement array. Several trends are in the data are observed. First, the largest variation
in the angular accelerations occurs when ρ is 12.70 cm. At this spacing, the sensor array yields
high amplitude, noisy estimates of αy , and αz which should be nominally 0 rad/s2 . Second, the
acceleration-time waveforms from the sensor array and the shaker converge as the value of ρ increases.
This is evident visually by examining the plots of αx and αy and αz at a spacing of ρ equal to 76.20
cm, Figs 3.8 (j), (k), and (l). When ρ equals 76.20 cm, the measurement array and the shaker
waveforms align well with little variation in αx , αy and αz .

Figure 3.7: Representative variation of angular acceleration calculation of all spacings from a single
X-axis input from the Cube R .
The residuals between the angular accelerations calcuated from the sensor array measurements and the angular accelerations of the shaker obtained from its feedback accelerometers are
shown in Figs. 3.9(a)-(d) for spacings of 76.20 cm, 50.80 cm, 25.40 cm, and 12.70 cm, respectively.
The maximum residual values of the 6aω array as compared to the shaker are given in Fig. 3.9(e),
whereas, the root mean square error between the array and the feedback accelerometers are given in
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Figure 3.8: Angular acceleration for complete test run from 6aω method compared to the demand of
the Cube R , prescribed as αx = 7 sin 24πt rad/s2 , αy = αz = 0 rad/s2 : (a) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm,
(b) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (c) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (d) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (e)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (f) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (g) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (h)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (i) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (j) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, (k) αy ,
ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, and (l) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm. Grey lines indicate 6aω measurements, red
lines are the envelope of the demand of the Cube R .
Fig. 3.9(f). The results of these two comparisons show similar trends; the closer the sensors are to
each other, the larger the error during angular acceleration calculation. In the maximum residual
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Figure 3.9: Residual analysis of 6aω to demand of the Cube R : (a)-(d), residuals in time over a
30 second interval, (e) max error, and (f) root mean square error over a 30 second interval for
αx = 7 sin 24πt rad/s2 .
comparison, the 12.70 cm spacing produces a maximum variation of 8.15%, whereas the RMSE of
the 12.70 cm spacing produces an average error of only 1.78%. It is important to see that while there
exists relatively large maximum variations in the angular accelerations, max|(t)|, for the smaller
sensor spacings, the RMSE remains small regardless of spacing.
The cause of the increase in calculated angular acceleration error with increasing sensor
spacing is shown in Fig. 3.10. These plots illustrate the differences in the linear acceleration terms
(Az1 and Az0 ) used in Eq. 3.3 at each of the sensor locations. The origin of the sensor array is
placed at the center of rotation of the shaker. The simple input of pure rotation about the X axis
results in an increase in the difference between the two linear acceleration terms Az1 and Az0 as
the sensor spacing increases. Ideally, the amplitude difference is directly proportional to the radial
distance ρ and the angular acceleration, αx . This proportionality can be seen as the remote sensor
is moved closer to the origin location, and the amplitude of linear acceleration decreases. At the
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sensor spacing of 12.70 cm from the origin, the radial distance is not enough to cause an appreciable
change in the amplitude difference between the origin and remote sensors, and error results in the
calculated angular acceleration. This explains the increase in error with decreasing sensor spacing
trend shown in Fig. 3.9(e) and (f).

Figure 3.10: Linear acceleration terms of 6aω method Az1 (grey line) and Az0 (red line) with
spacing of: (a) ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (b) ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (c) ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, and (d)
ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm for αx = 7 sin 24πt rad/s2 .
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3.4.2

Case 2: Harmonic Input αx = αy = αz
In the Case 2, the shaker generates sinusoidal, rotational inputs about the X, Y , and Z axes

simultaneously, i.e., ”roll” , ”pitch” and ”yaw”. All rotations are specified to have a peak amplitude
angular acceleration of 7 rad/s2 , and at a frequency of 12 Hz. As in Fig. 3.8 for Case 1, Fig. 3.11
provides a comparison of the angular acceleration of shaker inputs and those resulting from the
sensor array calculations. Visually, the greatest variation between the angular accelerations of the
shaker and sensor array occurs when the sensors are closely space at 12.70 cm. The waveforms from
the shaker feedback accelerometers and the sensor array converge as the spacing between the sensors
increase. Contrary to Case 1, αx and αy contain more noise than αz at the 12.70 cm spacing.
The residual and RMSE analyses of the tri-axial, rotational inputs, Fig. 3.12, result in similar
trends for αx and αy The largest variation and mean difference occurs when ρ is 12.70 cm. Note
that for the angular acceleration αz , the maximum variation of the residual indicates an opposite
trend; the prediction improves, however small, as the sensors are arranged closer, Fig. 3.12(a). In
addition, the calculated αz lacks the ”noise” present in the other two axes at 12.70 cm spacing.
Further, the RMSE for αz is nearly constant across each sensor spacing, Fig. 3.12(b). While not
shown, if we look at Eqn. 3.5, the amplitude of the Ay2 term is always greater than twice the
amplitude of the Ay0 term. This is true even at the closer sensor spacings and explains the constant
RMSE. One contributing factor to this behavior is most likely the spectral noise tolerance of the
√
tri-axial accelerometer; the spectral noise parameter in the X and Y directions is 2700 µGRMS/ Hz
√
as compared to the the spectral noise parameter of 4300 µGRMS/ Hz in the Z direction. Thus,
the sensor array yields a less noisy prediction of αz which utilizes X axis measurements of linear
acceleration. Interestingly, at a ρ of 76.20 cm the maximum error and RMSE in the αx and αy
measurements are less than those in the αz measurements, Fig 3.12.

3.5

Field Data Comparison
The purpose of the field vibration data comparison is to relate the observations from the

controlled laboratory data comparison to real vibration data collected in the field from over the road
motion of a truck. While exploring the effect of varying the sensor spacing on the 6aω calculated
angular acceleration resulting from a controlled, sinusoidal input in the lab is valuable, understanding
the effect resulting from the complex motion of a truck is what is most important. Using the previous
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Figure 3.11: Angular acceleration for complete test run from 6aω method compared to the demand
of the Cube R , prescribed as αx = αy = αz = 7 sin 24πt rad/s2 : (a) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm,
(b) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (c) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (d) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (e)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (f) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (g) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (h)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (i) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (j) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, (k) αy ,
ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, and (l) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm. Grey lines indicate 6aω measurements, red
lines are the envelope of the demand of the Cube R .
analysis, the field vibration data is collected using the 6aω array for various sensor spacings at a
closed track located at the Michelin Proving Grounds (Laurens, South Carolina). This facility
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Figure 3.12: Residual analysis of 6aω to demand of the Cube R : (a) max error, and (b) root mean
square error over a 30 second interval for αx = αy = αz = 7 sin 24πt rad/s2 .
enables access to a well defined and maintained section of rough road in a closed environment
ensuring safe, run-to-run repeatability. The track at the proving grounds is a characterized section
of road and maintained to that standard of road.

3.5.1

Materials and Methods
A 7.90 meter long, Hino 268, single rear axle, box truck was instrumented using the same

DTS (Seal Beach, California) data recording system and sensor placement fixture used in the laboratory testing. The box truck had a measured gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 8,165 kg and no
payload was used for the testing. An approximately 270 m long, straight section of rough road was
used as the vehicle input. The truck was accelerated to a constant velocity of 48 km/h prior to
the test section of road. The vehicle was maintained at a constant velocity enabling 30 seconds of
data recording of which the last 20 seconds were used to assure steady state vehicle response. The
vehicle encountered the obstacle roughly 15 seconds into each run. The sensor array was oriented
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Figure 3.13: Data recording sensor array and fixture lag-bolted to the wood floor of the truck for
field vibration recording.
as indicated in Fig. 1.4. The X axis of the 6aω sensor array fixture was centered on the center
line of vehicle and Y axis over the rear axle, Fig. 3.13. Three replicate runs were recorded at each
of four sensor spacing locations for a total of twelve recordings. The sensor spacing locations were
identical to the laboratory data recordings at 76.20 cm, 50.80 cm, 25.40 cm, and 12.70 cm. All data
is recorded at a sampling rate of 5000 Hz and digitally filtered using CFC180, Fig. 3.3.

3.5.2

Results and Discussion
Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the angular acceleration of the vehicle in all three rotational

axes for each of the twelve runs performed. Figure 3.14 illustrates the calculated angular accelerations
about each axis for each run at the four sensor spacings evaluated. Figure 3.14 shows the time
synchronous average of angular accelerations for all runs in gray and the average of the RMS angular
accelerations for all runs in dark blue. As the sensor spacing distance decreases from 76.20 cm to
12.70 cm, the magnitude of the angular acceleration increases, Fig. 3.14. Each of the three run
replicates for each spacing is plotted and all of the runs include the angular acceleration increase.
This trend can be attributed to the cause of error that is discussed during the laboratory analysis.
The distinctiveness of the accelerations seen in the back of the vehicle are not different enough
between the two sensors. This lack of distinctiveness causes the error to increase for the angular
acceleration calculations.
Figure 3.14 is used to show the average angular acceleration of the three runs compared
to the average root mean square (RMS) of the three runs at each sensor spacing. All subplots of
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Figure 3.14: Angular acceleration for field run from 6aω method: (a) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm,
(b) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (c) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (d) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (e)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (f) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (g) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (h)
αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (i) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (j) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, (k) αy ,
ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, and (l) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm. Grey lines indicate time synchronous
average 6aω measurements, dark blue are windowed RMS envelope.
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Fig. 3.14 are displayed on a time domian scale. It is of note that the αz , yaw, is plotted on a smaller
scale compared to that of αx and αy . This is due to the vehicle traveling in a straight line, causing
the yaw to be minimal. Even though the angular acceleration is much smaller, a similar trend can
be seen. As the sensor spacing becomes smaller, the average angular acceleration begins to exceed
the average RMS envelope. For the 76.20 cm and 50.80 cm spacing, there is little difference between
them but as the sensor spacing is moved to 25.40 cm, there begins to be a difference between the
angular accelerations. The largest angular acceleration occurs at the 12.70 cm spacing, and the
peaks of the calculation are significantly above and below the average RMS envelopes of the runs.
A power spectral density (PSD) plot of each vehicle run is generated in MATLAB by
Mathworks R (Natick, Massachusetts). Figure 3.15, is used to show the PSD’s of each spacing
for all rotational axes, plotted in the frequency domain. Again the αz , yaw, is plotted on a smaller
scale compared to that of αx and αy because of the vehicle traveling in a straight line. The values
seen in Fig. 3.15 (c), (f), (i), (l) are very small, relative to the αx and αy values, and can be considered as noise of the vehicle. The magnitude of the frequency response converges to that of the higher
spacing, in this case 76.20 cm. The 50.80 cm spacing visually appears to be almost identical to the
76.20 cm spacing, but as the spacing moves to the 25.40 cm spacing the magnitude and dispersion
of the frequency response begins to increase. The 12.70 cm spacing shows to be the largest of the
entire set of spacings for each of the rotational axes.
The overall RMS of the angular accelerations of each replicate power spectral density plot
is calculated and averaged for the three runs at each sensor spacing tested. Use of the average
overall acceleration RMS enables comparison of the calculated vehicle rotations between each sensor
spacing. The resulting RMS values for each rotational axis at each sensor spacing are plotted in
Fig. 3.16 where the error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean. The variation between
the RMS acceleration values of each replicate run is found to be very small, indicated by the error
bars. Establishing this standard deviation to be small is critical to enabling comparison of the
resulting mean RMS values at the different sensor spacings. The range of the means that occurred
between the three replicate runs are from 0.4% to 10%, proving the run to run variation to be small.
The variation of the mean RMS accelerations between the different sensor spacings are
small, Fig. 3.16. The difference between the means for αx is 0.04 rad/s2 and for αy is 0.05 rad/s2 .
Compared to the difference of the means for αz which is 0.002 rad/s2 , these values are larger due to
the higher energy content in the rotational X and Y axes. But the range of means recorded are not
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Figure 3.15: Average PSD of angular acceleration from field run using 6aω method: (a) αx , ρy1 =
ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (b) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (c) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 12.7 cm, (d) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 =
25.4 cm, (e) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (f) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 25.4 cm, (g) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm,
(h) αy , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (i) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 50.8 cm, (j) αx , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, (k) αy ,
ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm, and (l) αz , ρy1 = ρx2 = 76.2 cm.
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Figure 3.16: Overall average RMS (rad/s2 ) of all sensor locations with one standard deviation error:
(a) αx , (b) αy , (c) αz .
a large difference. While little variation is observed between the mean values for each of the axes,
the shortest spacing, 12.70 cm, results in the highest mean RMS acceleration in all three axes. Note
that the mean RMS accelerations about the Z axis, αz , are one or two orders of magnitude less than
the X and Y axes. This is as expected since the vehicle is traveling in a straight line during the
recording.
It is observed in the laboratory data comparison and supported by the field data comparison,
that the effect of 6aω sensor array spacing on angular acceleration does not show an effect down
to a spacing of 25.40 cm. At a 12.70 cm sensor spacing, there is an observable increase in angular
acceleration error. This error is consistently observed to be a result of the fact that, the closer
the sensor locations are to one another, the less distinctive the linear acceleration signals are. This
results in a ”noisy” calculated angular acceleration.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Discussion
The distribution environment presents many challenges to a packaged product. One inevitable challenge is exposure to transport vehicle vibration. Currently vibration testing is performed in a single, vertical axis, but prior work revels that vibration energy exists in all six degrees
of freedom. Researchers are currently exploring the methods of multi-axis vibration recording and
simulation to determine best practices for packaged product testing. This paper summarizes the
results of one such study, specifically exploring how sensor placement in a recording array effects
the calculated angular acceleration of a vehicle. Large sensor spacing requires a large area of space
for recording and potentially bullky and heavy sensor fixtures making vehicle or shaker placement
difficult, therefore minimizing the sensor spacing is desired.
A sensitivity study is performed that explores the effect of a misplaced or misoriented sensor
on the calculation of angular acceleration. The linear misplacement is found to have a larger effect
on the error of the angular acceleration calculation as compared to the rotational misorientation.
A variation of 6 mm in the placement of one sensor causes 5% error in the angular acceleration
calculation. Whereas, the misorientation of a sensor of 10 degrees causes an error of 1.5%. This
finding supports the use of a rigid sensor fixture to assure accurate sensor placement. Use of a fixture
comes with its own challenges such as fixture resonances, which need to be explored. A modal impact
hammer test is performed on the designed fixture resulting in a primary resonate frequency of 160
Hz respectively. These results limit the usable frequency range of the measurement system.
A laboratory evaluation of the effect of four different sensor spacings on calculated angular
acceleration is performed using sinusoidal inputs to a single rotational axis and then to simultaneous
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three rotational axes for comparison. The calculated angular acceleration is determined from measured accelerations and angular rates using the 6aω sensor array and compared to the shaker input.
In both input cases, as the sensors are moved closer to the origin location, the difference between
the acceleration terms become less distinct and leads to error in the calculated angular acceleration.
An analysis of the signals is performed in the time and frequency domains using a residual analysis
and the root mean square error (RMSE). For the 76.20 cm and 50.80 cm spacings, there is very little
error, but at a spacing of 25.40 cm, error begins to occur. Once the sensors are mounted at 12.70
cm from the origin sensor, error greatly increase to 8.15% for the residual error and 1.78% for the
RMSE.
Lastly, a field vibration analysis is performed from data that is recorded from a truck on a
straight strip of rough road. Because the vehicle is traveling in a straight line, the angular acceleration
about the Z axis, yaw, is very small. The average angular acceleration of three replicate runs are
compared to the average root mean square (RMS) of the three runs. The variations between the
two decrease as the sensor spacing is increased. Next, a comparison is conducted in the frequency
domain by converting the time signals to power spectral density (PSD) plots. As the sensor spacing
increases, the magnitude and frequency dispersion of the PSD plots converge to that of the 76.20
cm spacing. The 76.20 cm and 50.80 cm spacing result in very similar magnification and frequency
dispersion. At the 25.40 cm spacing, the magnitude beings to increase and then is greatly increased
at the 12.70 cm spacing. The variation of the RMS of the angular acceleration falls within one
standard deviation for the 25.40 cm, 50.80 cm and 76.20 cm spacings in the rotational Y and Z
axes. There is variation exceeding one standard deviation for the same three spacings for αx , but the
standard deviation is quite small. The 12.70 cm spacing caused the RMS of the calculated angular
acceleration to be well in excess of one standard deviation.
In summary, laboratory and field data analysis results are in agreement. As the sensor
spacing is increased, the amplitudes and frequency dispersion converge on that of the calculated
angular acceleration at the 76.20 cm spacing. Agreement is good at 50.80 cm and 25.40 cm spacings,
but a large increase in error occurs when the sensor spacing reaches 12.70 cm. A sensor spacing
of 12.70 cm is not recommended for accurate determination of angular acceleration in packaged
transport vehicles. The other sensor spacings of 25.40 cm, 50.80 cm and 76.20 cm are demonstrated
to be accurate in enabling calculation of a vehicles angular acceleration. To reduce the size and
weight of the sensor mounting fixture and ease mounting, a sensor spacing of 25.40 cm is ideal.
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Appendix A

Recording System and Setup Details

This section describes the details about the recording setup including the sensors used, a
voltage trigger and the data acquisition system and its software in recording the motion of multi-axis
vibration.

A.1

Sensors and Other Inputs
Triaxial accelerometers and a three channel tri-axial angular rate sensor are required to

capture the motion of a vehicle. The linear accelerations of the vehicle are recorded using Dytran
Instruments (Chatsworth, California) DC Response 7355A4-30 R Tri-axial accelerometers are used
to record the linear motion of the vehicle, Fig. 2. This accelerometer is selected due to its DC
response and is capable of recording down to 0 Hz. This sensor measures .59 in x .59 in x .30 in The
capabilities of the accelerometer are as follows:
• Peak Acceleration: +/- 16 g
• Frequency Range: 0-500 Hz
Due to the nature of the recording, frequencies up to 120 Hz are reported which is far
below the maximum capability of this sensor. When recording vibration using DC sensors, the
vehicle must begin at a static-equilibrium for the first 1-2 seconds of recording to allow the sensor to
determine a zero acceleration point. This will imporve the sensors ability to determine a zero value
of acceleration. It is also of note that these DC response sensors tend to ”drift”, meaning that the
sensors so not stay consistent to the original zero acceleration point. If drift occurs during recording,
the ”detrend” command in MATLAB software removes any drift.
The second sensor is a three channel, DTS (Seal Beach, California) ARS3 Pro R angular
rate sensor, Fig. 1. This sensor can capture the rotational motion about the X, Y and Z axes. This
sensor measures .75 in x .75 in x .49 in. The recording capabilities of the angular rate sensors are
as follows:
• Peak Rotational Velocity: 300 deg/s
• Frequency Range: 0-300 Hz
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Figure 1: DTS (Seal Beach, California) ARS3 Pro R angular rate sensor.

Figure 2: Dytran Instruments DC Response Tri-axial Accelerometers.
The frequency range of interest falls well within the capabilities of this sensor. Because the
floor of a vehicle acts as a rigid body, the sensor can be mounted at any location on the vehicle
but it is recommended that it should be mounted near the origin location on the sensor mounting
fixture.
A voltage trigger was used to aid in recording the motion of the vehicle. This voltage trigger
was used by the operator to denote the beginning or ending of a hazard or analysis range of interest.
The trigger sends a 10 volt spike in its individual channel. The 10 volt spike does not affect any
of the other channels of data. This trigger with the addition of accurate note taking allowed the
user to accurately know when an event has begun and ended. To note the beginning of an event
the operator clicked the trigger once and to note the end of an event quickly double or triple clicked
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the trigger. This was good practice because multiple events may end up being recorded in a single
recording run.

A.1.1

Mounting the Sensors
Using the Sensor Orientation Fixture, the sensors were mounted at a high level of accuracy.

The angular rate sensor only, was limited to a single possible mounting location on the fixture
described in this work, but if a different fixture is created, the angular rate sensor can be mounted at
any point on the vehicle floor. The mounting location was 7.62 cm directly below the origin sensor
location. The three tri-axial accelerometers were then mounted to the fixture, in three different
locations. One of which must be mounted at the origin point of the fixture but the other two sensors
can be mounted at any of the designed locations as long as they are at equal distances along the
two legs of the fixture, ρy 1 = ρx 2. To mount both the tri-axial accelerometers and the angular rate
sensor to the frame, M2 screws were required and were tightened using Allen wrenches. The screws
should be tightened periodically if vehicle recording exceeds one hour, in case screws come loose
during vibration.

A.2

Data Acquisition System
A DTS (Seal Beach, California) Slice IP68 R Data Acquisition System (DAQ) was used to

capture all of the vibration testing necessary complete this work, Fig. 3. The Data Acquisition
System included a total of 18 different channels for all sensors and voltage triggers to be inserted
into the system for recording. A single ”slice” included three channels to allow for input of the
tri-axial accelerometers or angular rate sensors, X, Y and Z channels. The voltage trigger only
used a single channel for input. The DAQ had a 5-pole butterworth hardware filter for all data but
using the SLICEWare woftware by DTS, software filters, sampling rates and recording time can be
determined.

A.3

SLICEWare Software
The DTS (Seal Beach, California) SLICEWare R Software allows for setting recording pa-

rameters and post-processing recorded data. The software requires a diagnostics test before recording, this insures that there were no issues with a sensor that may effect the data. Prior to recording
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Figure 3: DTS IP68 Data Acquisition System used to capture six degree of freedom motion.
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data, record time, sampling rates and recording methods were selected. Laboratory and field data
recording parameters vary. The recording parameters for the laboratory recording were as follows:
• Recording Time: 95 seconds
• Sampling Rate: 250 samples/second
• Circular Buffer Mode w/ Multiple Events
The recording parameters for the field vibration recording are as follows:
• Recording Time: 130 seconds
• Sampling Rate: 5000 samples/second
• Circular Buffer Mode w/ Multiple Events
Laboratory recording was forced to vibrate at a frequency of 12 Hz. Due to the required
sampling rates via SAE J-211, the minimum sampling frequency was 120 samples/second. 250
samples/second was selected to allow for potential down-sampling if necessary and still avoid any
aliasing. Similarly, field vibration is over-sampled at 5000 samples/second. Because frequencies
up to 120 Hz were reported the minimum sampling rate was 1200 samples/second. The maximum
frequency range of the sensors is 500 Hz so, in concurrence with SAE J-211 5000 samples/second is
selected with the option to down-sample during analysis.
The record time was decided by taking consideration of various factors. First, 1-2 seconds
needs to be added to allow the DC response tri-axial accelerometers to zero at a static-equilibrium.
This means that both the vibration table or the vehicle must start from a resting position. Time
must be considered for the table to ramp up to the required settings and for the vehicle to reach
the desired recording speed. Then there must be enough time for the entire recording event to be
captured. Another additional ten seconds was added to the record time as a safety factor for any
issues that may arise during the run.
Circular Buffer Mode w/ Multiple Events was selected within the SLICEWare software.
This method allows for sensors reset back to a starting position after a single recording event.
Up to 100 events can be recorded until the data needs to be downloaded. While 100 events was
an exaggeration, issues from run to run may occur. This unwanted recording event can be deleted
during the download process and still ensure all recording events wanted for analysis can be collected.
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After all events were recorded, the data was downloaded in SLICEWare and then was
exported into a CSV file format. While exporting the data into a CSV format, the raw unfiltered
data and CFC software filters provided can be used. Due to high sampling rates and large data files,
it is recommended that data analysis is completed in MATLAB by reading in the CSV file. In the
CSV file, each column is specific to a specific axis of a sensor or voltage trigger. The units exported
into the CSV file are as follows:
• Linear Acceleration: g
• Rotational Velocity: deg/s
• Voltage Trigger: Volts
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Figure 4: Overall dimensions of the box truck.

Appendix B

Vehicle Information

The vehicle used for the field vibration recording was a Hino 268 26-foot single rear axle box
truck weighing a total of 18,940 lbs. Figures 4 - 6 include the overall dimensions of the truck and
details of the wheel bases. During data collection, the vehicle was unloaded except for equipment
required for recording. The sensor mounting fixture is mounted using wood screws to the floor of
the vehicle. The mounting location of the fixture is at the back of the vehicle with the origin sensor
and the sensor extended in the positive X direction along the center-line of the vehicle.
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Figure 5: Normal force of back tires and back tire dimensions

Figure 6: Normal force of front tires and front tire dimensions
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